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Women Studies Votes For Autonomy
The Women Studies. Collective voted Monday
night to ask the UNM administration to create an
autonomous Division of Women Studies..
Women Studies co~rses are now offered only
under the auspices of regular departmen·ts or
programs. .
A proposal for the establishment of the
division will be submitted to the Faculty Policy
Committee, the Curricula Committee and Vice
President for Academic Affairs Chester
Travelstead. ·
In a statement released to the press yesterday,
Gail Baker, coordinator of the Women Studies
Collective, said "Women Studies has been

charged. with illegitimacy. It is true: in one sense
of the word, our status within (UNM) is not
·legitimate ...
. "This is the third year we have been in the'
position of asking others-the legitimate
departments-for assistance in fitting our courses
to existing coull>C titles and numbers.
·
"Many departments have been generous in
their cooperation, but we remain petitioners.
"Women . Studies nef;!ds what legitimate
departments take for granted: we need the
autonomy derived from being able to propose
our own new courses to the Curricula
Comqpttf\ET · · :. ·

-··.

for Women Studies stated: "The needs of women '
require an autonomous unit. In recommending
the creation of such a unit, distinct from existing
departments or colleges, we ask the university to
broaden its vision of.education,"
"We need full·time regular faculty positions
(and) funds to pay for released faculty time and
to compensate part-time teachers," Baker said.
According to the release, the original proposal
"Women Studies has survived and grown under
exceedingly difficult conditions," the release
said, u'lbe past two years have only confirmed
the wisdom of the original proposal."
·
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Senate Majority DlsaQrees With Tactics
By ORLANDO R. MEDINA
A majority of 13 ASUNM
senaton questioned conceming
the weekend takeover of the
LOBO offices said they agreed
with some of the grievances of the
"Concerned Students" but
disagreed with their methods of
expreuion.
.... think it was pointleu, said
Sen. Larry Hanna, ..The group
could have achieved their purpose
by going to the Student
Publications Board meetings or
the senate meetings."
Sen. Annetta Barnes said the
events cau~ed bad publicity.
u1 think it got a lot of negat\ve
public.relations. They didn't have
enought people and after talking·
to some feminist profe11o11 I
found them enraged. I was too,"
Dames said.
One aenator, Damon Tobias,
found that the group's actions
were 11rash, immature and showed
selfishneas."
11
1 think it . got thein good
publicity and gave them good

bargaining power. Some of the
ends were noble, but the methods

wereil 't. I concur vehemenently
with the LOBO staff and Editor
Michael Min tum and the way they
handled it."
· "I think the people that wrote
the articles," Sen. Laura Notley
said, ugave the students too much
credit _for iheir possible
knowledge of who Hanover was.
If there was negligence or
incompetence on the part of the ·
LOBO, I think the Pub. Board can
make the changei. I also feel that
the group doesn't represent all
women. My reasoning is in the
very use of the term men and
women. It automatically connotes
sex and some of us are tired of
being identified only by our sex."
Sen. Rudy Chavez talked about
pouible senate action.
"Unfortunately it happened
and it shouldn't have happened.
Before the senate can take action
there should be an investigation to
clear the air and find out what
happened.*'

Opinions Wanted

,

The LOBO is, and always will be, a student newspaper. In
out efforts· to accurately reflect the views of the entire student
body, the LOBO is requesting and will welcome any and all
articles or opinions from any individual or group on the UNM
campus who feels oppressed in anY way.
If enough sincere articles are submitted, we plan to devote
an entire special issue of the LOBO for those concerned
enough wilh their cause to express their views in print. Copy
may be submitted in the form of an article, an opinion column
· or letter to the editor.
All copy· will receive equal consideration by the editorial
staff. We cannot set a specific date for the special issue
publication yet, but we sincerely . hope there are enough
concerned groups and individuals at UNM that wish to help us
express their vi.ews., ··
..J
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Sen. Jan Lustig said she really
did not know what occurred but
wished she had been at the scene
to find out what had happened.

Sen. Louis Tempkin agreed
With Goodfriend on freedom of
the pre•.

"The free press carries the
responsibility to print all
viewpoints. Unfortunate~y the
viewpoint expressed IS the
viewpoint of many people in
11
1 strongly object to the article America. The women should be
(Hanover) printed in the LOBO. It'" working against the opinions
was .derogatory and it was not advocated in the Hanover column
satirical. I back the women and not against the newspaper which
tlreir demands,,. Sewell said.
presents those views. The
"I think some of their points merely
incidents
were a lot of people ·
were valid,''' said Sen. Larry reacting from
Abtahain. uTheir methods to Tempkin said. misinformation,"
make those. points. were
11
inconsiderate of othen. If the
My position on the whole
group had a legitimate gripe, they thing," Vice President Emesto
could take the methods open to Gomez said, "is I support the idea
all students. 'lbe group should not
have put their feelings above
anyone elle."

Sen. Lisa Sewell supported the
women's occupation of the LOBO
offices.

the women were fighting against.
That is the idea of the
pseudonym, It should not have
been allowed. Personally I regret
it had to happen. The LOBO was
out to get reactions and it was
inevitable that someone was going
to get mad. Some fundamental
changes must be made in LOBO
policy, and I'm going to keep my
eye on the Pub. Board to MlC if
those changes are made."
Unavailable for comment were
senators Paul Kruse, Joe Samora,
Randy Gins and Lynn Webber.
Sen. Jeff Hart was unable to
make any comment as he is on the
Pub. Board and will hear action
involving the sit-in group and the
LOBO.

Sen. P. M. DUffey-Ingrassia was
one of the spokespersons for the
sit-in group and has · voiced her
support of the women in public.
Sen •. Kathy Fordyce said she
sympathized with the women. ••tt
could have been more
constructive, especially the results
conceming the Women Studies
Program,,. Fordyce said.
Iii believe in freedom or the
press and it shouldn't be tampered
with/' said Sen. Kit Goodfriend.
"The changes should come
through the Pub. Board. The
women had some valid points and
every group has some gripes. I'd
also like to see a special minority
issue every month or so.n

Sen. Debbie Vick said she did
not know anything about it.
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There are many different views r.nrrr.e1"n1r.ra gun
control. Does the availability of guns to almost
anybody contribute to crime? Or does it help prevent
crime? For an analysis. • •
See Page 3 ;
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Ideas Vary: Naz·i Guar~s to Dope Room'
I

By RICHARD
BOWMAN
Student
Sug"esta'on•
fo• the
'"
ofq t.he ' UNM
P roposed remodeling
Student Union Building, including
l'deas~Ol' 6 "dopesmoka'ngroom,a
•· """r. and Nazi security
Student
guards," ""
were discussed Tuesday
in a meeting wa'th arch'atect T ony
'
Predock.
The afternoon meeting was t he
fi -t a'n a sen'es of 1~omms desa' ""'.ed
'
&9•Dgive interested parties
their.,.,say
l· n the remodela'ng of the SUB.
·
t ted
Tuesday's meetmg at rae ·
approximately 80 penons to t h e
Unl'nn's lobby loun«<>,
""
..~

Architecture
Enrollment
Down
By DAN HERRERA
A change in policy is the reason
given by Don P. Schlegel, UNM 's
architecture department
chairman, for the drop in
enrollmen.t of arcbitect11ral_
students.
''There is no way the
depal'tment can respond to
1tudent demand and growth so we
bad to establish quotas," Sehlegel

said.

'

"We really want the students'
advice," said Predock, "and want
"
to incorporate their ideas if we
Can•. This is not J'ust a token
thing."
Similar meetings will be held
every two or three weeks, to hear
students' suggest 1'on•~ as
:remodeling plans are being drawn
up.
The only limits placed on what
can be done to the SUB was that
certain services must still be
prova'ded, and plans must Reep
·wJ'tha'n the a'na'ta'al budget of $1.5
million when actual remodeling
begins ne1et year.
Because of budgetary

restrictions, the remodeling thought so too,
d
.
h
"Basically· it's a legal problem
program wit1 a vance m P ases,
fo. r Santa Fe," said Pred 0 ck, "We
the architect said.
Ideas which had already been couldn't get licensed right now,
d't t'
but if it was approved, we could
proposed were: a me 1 alon
· ks Pace
1 d go ahead and create the
room, headp h one Jac
throughout th e ·bUl'ld'mg, an d environment."
permanent graffiti boards· with
Other ideas included:
a t film
•
attached spray paint cans.
room for home mov1es, a res area
•· a nd
A "dope-smoking" room and a f or o ff ·campus s t u d en.,.,
h
t ff'
· th
bar were suggested as appropriate establis ing a pos o ace m
e
d
·
th
u
·
student areas to be include m e
mdn.
remodeling plan.
Predock said the Union space is
·
·amproperI Y u sed ·
The "dope·smoking" room was presen tl Y bemg
.
d for I't s t'ame, b u t
unfeasible, said Predock, but the "It was des1gne
'ld'
t
establishing of a bar where beer times change and bu1 mgs mus
could be served seemed· a goo d ad ap t-so f ar th'JS o ne h asn 't· We
idea-a number of students want to physically remold the·

n re

buiMlding," he sat~d. f
.
any sugges wns or revampmg
h
U .
f
·
th
·t e
mon come
ffit' b rom
d
ts'de
temporary gra 1 1 oar ou 1 e
the lounge.
Add'
1 t d t 'd
I t'
eas
. d 1tona
.
tS du en
,
om1tte
were:. m yes er ay s mee mg
, -"Let the dogs back in"

~·
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--------------------------------Analysm--------------------------------

Gun Control: Benefiting The Pros Or Cons?
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By DIANE TAYLOR
Lyndon B. Johnson once said,
~ "You do not examine legislation
j in light Qf the benefits it' will
o convey if property administered,
,... but in the light of the wrongs it
would do and the harms it would
~cause
if improperly
0 administered." So it is with gun
." control legislation.
Proponents of gun control
::$ legislation point to all the
murders, crimes, accidents and
z suicides in which firearms are
..; involved. In June of 1968, the
111 National Commission on the
J Causes and Prevention of Violence
110 was organiz~;Jd to study the causes
of violence and the means to
prevent it. The reports of various
task forces to this commission,
g,

o
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-"Hire large former Nazis for ...,
•ocurity guards"
"'0
·~
.,.,
on -"Don't
the walls"Jet non-students write ~"
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=
t

. -"Leave the SUB like it is and ZQI!!:
gl've the monev
to Women
r
st d' "
•
u 1es
.
r
• . . . IN
-"So far, this board is the best -S!.
entertainmentintheSUB"
If

o e

World Famous Illusionist
Unmasking the Unknown

The quota& established by the
department are as follows.
·
First, the prospective
architecture student must . be
admitted to the College of Fine
Arts. Then the jlpplicant must go
through an interview where the
final screening and selection is
made.
Approximately 100 new
students were allowed to enroll
this year, and there is talk of
limiting the number to 80
$udents next year, Schlegel said.
tast year's enrollment totaled
175.
.
The purpose for limiting
enrollment is to bring the
teacher-student ratio down. Last
year, the average teacher-student
ratio at UNM was 22·1 while the
architecture department had a
32·1 ratio. This year, the ratio is
about 22·1 in the department.
Schlegel hopes to bring the ratio
·down to an 18·20·1 ratio by next
year.

administered licensing system
would be reasonable.
Licensing of firearms has been
bitterly fought by gun collectors,
hunters, competitive shooters, the
National Rifle Association, and
gun owners in general. These
people say that possession of
firearms is guaranteed by the
Second Amendment to the
Constitution, which states, "A
well-regulated militia, being
necessary to the security of a free
state, the right of the people to
keep and bear arms shall not be
infringed."
The group against gun control ·
laws says that arms are necessary
to the national security. They
mention England, which bas strict
laws against handgun ownership.
Firearms & Violence in American During World War II, England
Life, deal primarily with firearms. asked the United States for guns.
The task force reports estimate
The group also says that gun
that 90 million firearm!l-24 registration would. lead to
million handguns, 35 million rifles arbitrary licensing by officials,
and 31 million shotguns--are in lillowing only those with political
civilian hands. N11arly half of all ·connections or wealth to have a
American homes have ·a firearm. gun. Such a system can be found
The task force reports, "Owning a in New York, which is governed
gun for self-defense and by the Sullivan Act of 1911. All
protection of homes and guns are licensed. A person must
businesses is deeply rooted in have a good reason for owning a
American tradition."
gun. If a permit is issued, t11e gun
While many people have can only be kept on the premises
firearms, particularly handguns, specified on the permit. If the
for protection, the task forces person wants to take the gun to a
reported they found little proof different place, he must obtain a
that burglaries and robberies were special license to transport the
prevented by firearms possession. gun. This permit is difficult to
0 n the other hand, "The obtain.
American Rifleman," the monthly •
Another example of arbitrary
publication of the National Rifle judgements can be found here in
:Association, often contains short New Mexico. While there is no
articles describing how citizens registration of guns, possession is
with firearms protected their own apparently open to interpretation.
and others' property.
A sergeant at the Albuquerque
The task forces also noted that Police Department said .the only
the availability of relatively law about guns was" that a person
)ow-eost firearms makes it easy could not carey a concealed
f'or extremist groups and weapon. He said a person could
individuals to obtain such transport a gun any place in a
weapons. Also, the possession of vehicle (including under the seat
firearms by some groups or in the glove box); but that
encourages similar poss!)ssion by when a person who was traveling
opposition groups.
arrived at his destination, he bad
Finally, Firearms & Violence in 15 minutes to remove the firearm
American Life concludes that if from the vehicle. An officer with
fewer firearms were available, the New Mexico State Police said
fewer would be used in crimes. that the gun could not be
The report suggests restrictive concealed on the person or in the
licensing, primarily of handguns, vehicle. The officer excused
since these are most often used in himself for a moment, conferred
crime. The report indicates that with 'a lieutenant, then said the
the cost of an efficiently lieutenant told him that a person
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cannot carry a gun at all.
hunting licenses,. tags and permits Forces under dishonorable
Other arguments against gun and .about $506 million for arms conditions; is not an alien illegally
registration are that police records and ammunition.
in the United States; and is not a
may not be confidential, resulting
Actually, we do have gun person who, having been a citizen
in a greater number of gun thefts, control laws in thfl United States. of the United States, has
and that registration could lead to The Gun Control Act of 1968 renounced his citizenship. If the
confiscation of guns. Gun control . (Public .Law 90-618) became buyer answers "yes" to any of
opponents .also" point out. that effective December 16, 1968. The these questions, the dealer cannot
criminals will not register their law was passed after the sell him the gun. If the buy;~r lies
guns, Gun control laws will then assassinations of John F. about any answer, he may be
affect only Jaw·abiding citizens, Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Jr. fined up to $5,000 and/or
the legitimate gun users. In fact, and Robert F. Kennedy by people imprisoned up to five years.
·
Colin Greenwood, chief inspector using guns.
Ti tie II, Machine Guns,
of the West Yorkshire
The law has three parts. Title I, Destructive Devices, and Certain
Constab,ulary and author or State Firearms Control Assistance, Other Firearms, describes the tax
Firearms Control: A Study Df concerns importers, levied on machine guns, sawedo0ff
Armed Crime and Firearms manufacturers and dealers. One · shotguns and .similar weapons. It
Control in England and Wales, main purpose of the title is to
(Continued on page 8)
·
writes that, although England and prohibit mail·order gun sales.
Wales passed strict pistol con trots Firearms shipped interstate must
New Mexico
in 1920, they still contain a large be shipped to a licensed dealer.
DAILY
LOBO
number of illegal firearms. When the dealer sells the firearm,
Gree,nwood also says that the he must have the buyer fill out
Vol. 78
No.23
registration and licensing systems Section A of Form 4473,
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
use up a large part of police time Firearms Transaction Record. By
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
and cause much trouble and so doing, the buyer certifies that
Editorial Phone (606) 277inconvenience.
he is not under indictment in any
4102,
277-4202
Hunters play a special role in court for a crime punishable by
the gun control question. Denying imprisonment for more than a
The New Mexico Dally Lobo Ia published Monday throu1h Frlda.Y eve17
them their firearms could year; has never been convicted in
~ular week of the UniwersLtY ye.r
drastically change modern any court of a crime punishable
and weekly durin&" the summer seeslon
by the Board of Student Publications of
concepts of wildlife management. by imprisonment for more than a
the University of New Mexico, and ill
Through the purchase of hunting year; is not a fugitiv_e from justice;
not ftnanclally a11100lated with UNM.
Second claao post111e paid at Albuquer•
licenses-a tax imposed by the is not an unlawful user of, or
que, New Mexico 87131. Subocrlptlon
states-hunters support game and addicted to, marijuana or a
rate Ia no.oo .for the academic year.
The oplnlona ex.preseed on tho edi·
fhh departments; these depressant, stimulant, or narcotic
torial pagea of The Dally Lobo are
departments often do not receive drug; and has never been
thooo of the author solely, Unsigned
oninlon is that of the editorial board
general tax monies. With the adjudicated mentally defective or
of The Dally Lobo. Nothing printed ln
purchase of sporting arms and committed to a mental
The Dally Lobo neeesoarlly represents
the vlowa of tho Univel'!lty of New
ammunition, hunters pay an 11 institution. Also, the buyer was
Mexico.
per cent tax to the federal not discharged from the Armed
government for support of the
Pittman·Robertson Federal Aid in
Wildlife Restoration Act. Thesefunds are then divided among the
r-',RANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION FOR
states in proportion to the total
number of hunting licenses sold
deep rest and inner wakefulness
and the size of the state. The
improved academic performance
funds are used for wildlife
research and planning, and
increased energy and intelligence
acquisition and development, and
Come to a FREE INTRODUCTORY TALK
hunter safety programs. Surveys
conducted for the U.S. Fish and ·
STUDENT'S INTERNATIONAL
306 STANFORD SE 266-0292
Wildlife Service show that there
• MEDITATION SOCIETY
WEDNESDAYS P.M.
were 14,336,000 hunters in the
United States in 1970. These
I
I
I
a
,
hunters spent about 82 million for
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GSA Elections and Budget Referendum will
be held Tuesday 1 and Wednesday 1 September 24 and 25.

Polling places:
1. GSA Office, NM Union 106
(Northeast corner of .Union
near TV room), 8:30-4:30,
both days.
2. Law School lobby, 9-2 on
Tuesday, September 24.
3. Farris Engineering Center, room
143 (north end of Farris, next to
patio), 9-4 Tuesday, September, 24 .

Daily· Lobo
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The LOBO is continually being lambasted from one ~nd ·of the
. campus or another. Nine times out of ten the criticism is justified, and
constructive, Whenever this happens, we try to straighten out our
inaccuracies in a diligent manner, We're not out to screw someone over.
institutions included,
We do not, however, believe it's right to app.ly principles of fairness
to O!le's own group and then act viciously toward members of another:
That was the objection to racism, that members of a different race were
treated differently and shabbily in comparison to the ruling class.
Rather than fight for a system which oppresses the dominant group,
replacing it with another, we are striving for a communitv in which the
rules and regulations grant everybody equal opportunity and equal
-access to human dignitv.
.
To .do this the LOBO needs more student input, more reporters,
1'here is no better opportunity for learning about politics and
influencing up to state~evet policy making than joining the LOBO staff.
Newspapers are people and It is by no small coincidence that they
reflect life: people are life.
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UNITED NATIONs-Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko said Tuesday Israel's "militarist intoxication" may
bring new war in the Middle East and warned that urgent
measures were needed to prevent the Cyprus crisis from
deteriorating further,
Except for warnings on the Middle East and the Vietnam
War, Gromyko's speech was generally conciliatory in tone
toward the United States in a sign that detente was still very
much in effect.
In his waming to Israel, the Soviet foreign minister said,
"There are increasing signs that Israel regards the
disengagement of forces in the Sinai and the Golan Heights not
as a first step toward a general settlement-the way it should
be-but as a maneuver intended to freeze the situation."

'Yellow Journalism'
the Women Studies Program for over
two years, I resent even more strongly
the crisis-mongering,
which -tactic-gets- th e-most-1 etters
game·playing attitude you have shown
in the present situation of Women
Studies. Most of the recent articles and
editorials in your paper lend little
credence to your stated support of the
Women Studies Program; a somewhat
more accurate approach to the news
articles, at least, would demonstrate
that support better.
I write this letter in the hope that
you will in the future alter your
editorial policy into a more responsible
one.
Sally Gwylan

Oil Producers React To Ford
Oil-producing countries reacted Tuesday with surprise,
concern and indignation to President Ford's attempt to talk oil
prices down but there was no sign so far that any of them
would start charging less for their oil.
A Beirut newspaper declared that the Arabs had been
threatened with nuclear war. Officials reacted more cautiously.
The spokesman said Arab foreign ministers attending t~e
United Nations General :rts.~embly session in New York wdl
meet this week to discuss the implications. The meeting was
expected Wednesday.
Arab leaders also were expected to discuss the issue at their
summit conference Oct. 26 in the Moroccan capital of Rabat.
Although Caracas buzzed V:itJt criticism, Vem;zuela, t.?e
single largest supplier of U.S. ad 1mports, had noUung offic1al
to add to the 2 000-word telegram President Carlos Andrt>s
Perez fired off io Ford last week when Ford criticized the
international oil c~rtel.

No Helpful Criticism

Regents

Editor:
It is sad enough when an institution
supposedly dedicated to the act of
furthering the education of the people
of this state wastes exorbitant amounts
of the state's funds on the "amateur"
athletic sports of football and
basketball while other sports suffer,
squanders close to ten thousand dollars
trying to recruit a prospective athlete
from out of state, and sell seats at the
arena already paid for out of tuition
fees. Now the Regents of UNM want to
spend 3.5 million dollars on an already
underuud multi·million dollar facility,
Regent Albert Simms has stated,
"UNM belongs to the people of New
Mexico, and they want a stronger
football team, better arenas ••. and a
stronger academic program, as well."
Regent Simms' statement ·would
indicate that a stronger football team is
the number one priority of the
univirsitv. It is disheartening to know

FlftiiCol

n

the market rather than being directly consumed by the
worker or ruling class, exchange value is created. A product
which is created for the purpose of being sold on the
economic situation.)
market is a commodity, and is characterized by its
MARX'S LABOR THEORY OF VALUE
possession of an use value and an exchange value, The
As long as the productivity of labor remains at a level
exchange value of any commodity is determined solely by
where each man produces only enough for his own
that the controlling elite of the
sustenance, social division, differentiation and alienation
the quantitY of "socially necessary'' labor hours necessary
universitY would ask the people of
are impossible. Labor, rather than being looked upon as an
to produce it. Socially necessary labor is the quantity of
New Mexico to give their money to an
obligation imposed from without, conforms to the demands
labor for production under average conditions of
affluent athletic concern while
productiVitY in a given country at a given time.
academic concerns suffer for lack of
of the organism and nature. Unity exists between producer,
Surplus value is createtf through exchange, The capitalist
production and consumption, insofar as each man·generally
funds anrl support.
1 f h
bUys the labor of the worker, and in e>echange for wages,
Do the good people of this state
pr?duces. ?n .Y or is own use or th?se close to him. But,
appropriates the production of the worker. Surplus value
believe that by improving the football
th1s equ1l!bn~m between labor a~t1Vity and the act of
may be seen as the difference between the value of the
the
consumption
IS endangered by scarcity, hunger, and natural
d b
d'ng
the
arena
,
.
. disaster,
team an Y ex pan 1
worker's product and the value of the worker's own labor
betterment of the studen~ educ,atlons · With every increase in productivity beyond this level
power. As with any other commodity (labor power is very
and consequently the he1ghtenong of
•
.
,•
, . 11 be'
'II mehow surplus products are created, and concom1tant With thIS
much a commodity in capitalistic society), the value of the
h
1 n:ou~~
t 1e sta1te s1 we
bel' eve creation of surplus products, there ensues a struggle for
worker's labor power depends on the amount of socially
mth racuh ous Y comde a d'tu e f th1ree appropriation. Upon the resolution of the struggle, a ruling
necessary labor to produce it. lhus, the value of any
at t e propose
expen
1 re oould be c1ass •IS bo rn, wh ose maon
• charactenst1c
. • • •IS a l'b
• from
·worker's
labor power consists of the living costs of the
d
II
1
erat1on
f
'II'
and one-h aI • !"'1 10 n ~. ars c .,
the need- to work. Thus, the labor of the working class may
worker, When the sum of the created labor product is equal
more benef1c1ally apphed to •' ·a be divided into two parts· (11 necessary labor that which is
to the value of the products required to feed and maintain
~tronger academi~. program:: through used for the worker's sust~nance, and (2) surpius labor, that · the worker, there is no surplus value created. However. in a
oncreased schol.a~tlc scholarshiP~ ~ndt~~ which is used to maintain the ruling class. The products of
capital istit system, labor productivity is such that the living
~Kpa~ded f~1htY; We ~estiO
the worker may likewise be differentiated into "necessary
costs of the worker is always less than the newly created
1ntelltgence, ontegnty •.and !nte~tf ofN~~ products" and "social. surplus products." We shall ·use the
value, His equivalent wage Is only a portion of the day's
Regents of the University
term "surplus value" when referring to the monetary form
labor; everything above this portion is surplus value to be
Mexico.
of social surplus products,
usurped by the capitalist.
Scott W. Andrae ·
Three proofs have traditionally been posited in support
Paulo. Stibbard
Every product of human labor normally possesses utility, ·
thus, we may say every product of human labor has a use
of the labor theory of value. Briefly, these are:
value. However, insofar as a product may be exchanged on
(Continued orr page 5)

a uest•lOned

Ed .lto·r"•al Boar·d
tl'nsltned
editorials
a major.
ity
opinion
of the represent
Dally Lobo
Staff,
AU other columns, earioons and letters
represefit the oplnlott of the author
and do not necessarilY reflect the views
of the •taff.

FiftiiCol

(The following is the first in a series of articles examining
Marxist economic theory and its application to the current

(Continued (rom page 4)

(1) The logical proof, as offered by Marx in Capital,
maintains that, insofar as all commodities are eKchangeable,
they must have a common element. By definition, things
that don't have a common element are incomparable.
Insofar as no physical basis (or comparison may be found,
Marx concludes that the common element must be abstract
human labor.
(2) The analytic proof, which maintains that if the price

•

Committee Approves· Bill
To Deny Nixon Tapes
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
Senate Govemment Operations
Committee unanimously approved
a bill Tuesday which would
prevent former President Richard
M, Nixon from taking custody of·
the Watergate tapes or destroying
them,
The bill would nullify the
agreement President Ford
announced Sept.~ 8 in pardoning
Nixon, It gave the former
president control of the tapes and
provided for their total
destruction by Sept. 1, 1984, or
at the time of his death,
whichever occurs first.
Sen, Edmund G. Muskie,
D-Maine, noting Nixon's health
problems, said speedy action was
urgent "because of the
uncertainties of human life."
Under the bill, Nixon would
have access to the tapes for his
memoirs, But "complete
possession and control" would be
retained by the government. No
tapes could be destroyed without
Congress' consent.
The bill does not specify how
or whether the tapes might
ultimately be made public. It
forbids access to "unauthorized
persons" or disclosure that would
jeopardize national security or
individuals' dght.~ to fair trials.
But the chief sponsor, Sen.
Gaylord Nelson, D-Wis., said it
was necessary to preserve the
tapes so that "at some point in
the future" the nation would
learn how Ute Watergate scandal
came into being,
Approval of the bill by the
Senate and House is expected and
Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill., said
he expected President Ford to
"recognize the necessity" for
Invalidating Ute agreement with
Nixon and to sign the bill into
law.
If a court determines Nixon
owned the tapes and the
government seized them in the
public interest, it could, under the
bill's terms, fix a "just
compensation" for Nixon to
receive,
Nixon, however, might

challenge the law on other
grounds-possibly that his right or
privacy was being violated. In that
case, the bill provides for a trial
by a three-judge court and a
speedy appeal to the Supreme
Court.
The original agreement,
negotiated by Nixon and Arthur
F. Sampson, head of the General
Services Ad ministration, gave
Nixon custody over the tapes for
five years, after which he could
. order the "selective destruction"
of
Those that remained
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would be in government custody
until Nixon died or until Sept. 1,
1984. All would be destroyed
then.
No opposition was voiced at
the committee hearing to the
attempt to reve;r~se;!;tl~ta~t~~~~
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FREE GROUND SCHOOL
Each Thursday & Friday at 7 :00 PM

SOUTHWEST HANG GLIDING CENTER
3119 San Mateo NE/344-5854

1

Home of the

GSA PROPOSED BUDGET 1974-75
FOR REFERENDUM SEPT. 24 & 25

Organizations:

n

Student Research Allocations Committee
Child Day Care Co·op
Poetry Series
Agora
Clinical Law Program
ASA Gallery
American Studies journal

of any commodity is broken down into its constituent parts
far enough, only labor will remain.
(3) ThE! reductiOh to absurdity proof, in which one is
asked to envision a society in wf)ich all production and
services are fully automatized. Having accomplished this,
the question becomes: Can value eKist? Can there be a
society where no one has an income, yet commodities
continue to have a value and be sold. At the moment
human labor is removed from production, value disappears.
MARXIST WORKERS COLLECTIVE

$6,500
8,000
500
1,000
3.700
500
500
$20.700

Office:

V:o

Secretary, supplies, handbook

$6,675

Educational Grants:

$6,600

Other:
5% fee (rent, bookkeeping, etc.)
Pro·taled benefits (to departmental organizations)
lobby Fund
President's Contingency Fund
Parties (2)

$2,800
6.000
500
700
1,200

plus possible purchased services

GRAND TOTAL

George Johnson
Michael Gander! .
..........................~....................................................................................................
.-..~~----~.--'' .... ~.,,

·····~····,_

WASHINQTON-The House Tuesday voted overwhelmingly
to cut off military aid to Turkey while it keeps heavy military
forces in Cyprus, but refused to approve a similar ban on arms
for Greece.
The ban was included as an amendment to an otherwise
routine bill-approved 374 to 26-to continue funding of
government agencies which have not yet received their 1975
appropriations.
.
In another roll call vote, 'the House refused 291 to 108 to
bar the Central Intelligence Agency from using its funds to
foment overthrow of foreign governments,
The move to cut Turkey off the military aid rolls was
approved 307 to 90 despite warnings from Dema<;ratic as well
as Republican leaders that it would endanger Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger's efforts to get a settlement between
Greec~ and Turkey.

Soviet Warns Of War

.

Editor:
empty-headed females I've ever heard.
Lucia Valeska could have done the
Hate poems are seldom constru-:tive,
world a favor. She might have spent and awkward limericks are at best
the time doing research on any of a tedious.
plethora of raw deals garnered by
Casey Troy
women. around the world. But no, she P.s. Incidently, I too come from an
chose to write sil< limericks using as a · oppressed minority: that of the
unifying theme a man's name and her white-Anglo-Saxon-male. As such, I
fantasies about his penis,
seem to be the one most clearly
Women Studies belongs in the responsible for the social dilemma of
currictJium of this university and I every other minority group. It's no fun
hope to see it stay, but Lucia Valeska from this side either.
has helped reinforce every myth about

House Votes To CutAid

~

---~---Lette rs~~~; lW;.¥;
Editors:
There is a thin line between reporting events and views, and creating
them. Wherever one draws the line it is
obvious that you, in writing and
publishing the Hanover editorial as a
"ploy to see if the student body, was
dead or not" (LOBO, Sept, 20), have
stepped over that line onto the side of
"yellow journalism."
As a member of the UNM student
body, I resent the implied arrogance of
such a "ploy"; if I am apathetic, it is
my business:·if I am not aPathetic, and
believe that silly questions and insults
are not worth answering, it Is not a
LOBO editor's job to try and bait me
into answering them.
As a woman who has been involed in

By United Press ·International
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Sontono Stuns Crowd; Speedwo on Skillful
By CHARLES ANDREWS
It's not that I didn't enjoy
hearing and seeing Joni Mitchell
immensely, or get a kick out of
Emerson, Lake & Palmer's 30-ton
three-ring circus, or any of the
other fine concerts we've had here
in the past year.
But when something like
Monday evening's Santana concert
comes along and stuns you, it's so
good, you realize what you've
been missing and everthing else
pales in comparison.
The only other show I can
compare it with in recent memory
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"I guess it's no big deal to
By DEL JONES
them,"
said athletic director
,.8 NO NEWS, good or bad, on an
,S issue which was supposed to be
~ solved Moriday was learned
I§ yesterday. Is UNM fullback Toby
~ Parrish eligible to play football? .
g Parrish was forced to sit out of
';::l Saturday's g~me against Texas
G> Tech because information wasn't
~ available to prove or disprove his
<» eligibility.
Z
He enrolled at Morgan State
.,: College irt Baltimore in 1969 and
t would be ineligible if he was a full
~ time student and attended any of
his classes.
PARRISH SAID he was unsure
if he was full time since the
.. ·rm d
• Morgan State Athletic department
put him on their program and
enrolled him themselves.
"But," said Parrish, "I never
'("
attended a class there. I'd just
gotten out of the hospital with a
knee operation."
.. .,.....,, "'!!i
UNM athletic coordinator, Ike
Singer, attempted all day Tuesday
ill'
to get in touch with the right
people so as to clear up the
mystery but was unable to. He
called one official at home but Is Toby Parrish Eligible? "It sure
was greeted by a tape recording would be a relief if I knew for
telling him to leave a message.
sure."
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is the Dylan·Band.concert Isaw in
Denver last February. The music
is worlds apart, and I'll have to
admit the Dylan concert tops
anything I've ever seen, but in'
both cases the bands played with
such an overpowering
combination of musicianship and lost all personal identity and laid down his guitar and to.:,k a
cohesiveness that you couldn't . became an inseparable part of the hand in the percussion. This seems
help but get stoned from it. It was whole, cogs in a music machine to be a band nearly devoid of ego,
as though they all were tuned in that quickly found its. peak and where all are considered equals
so finely to some predetermined never wavered.
yet Carlos exercised a quiet
split·hair wavelength that they
In the ~ase of the Band, they've leadership by frequently
been playmg together for some 12 · mdtioning to the sound man to
y~ars and have known and played raise the volume slightly on
w1th Mr. D nearly that long, and various instruments, constantly
of
cour~e their individual skills are
striving for a perfect balance
Concert: Classical rock pianiSt
Keith Green will perform at unquestionable. Only two other among the eight musicians
The Arena crowd of 84.00 were
Popejoy Hall, Saturday at 8:15 members of Santana's current
band
have
been
with
him
since
the
delighted
that the songs they
p.m. Tickets for students are $2
beginning,
and
only
Carlos
himself
chose
to
play
spanned the band's
and $2.50 and can be
purchased at the Popejoy Box is generally recognized as a entire career. No matter that the
standout musician. That may oldies had a very different feel
Office.
c~ange:
I'd say at leasJ five of the from the now-mellowed Santana;
Concert: The Albuquerque
Symphony Orchestra plays etght Santana band members it·was still the same "Black Magic
Friday night in Popejoy Hall, proved their unusual excellence Woman" to them and they loved
!
8:15 p.m. All seats have been Monday night, and the other three it.
If 1 had know what to expect
sold, but SRO may be available. aren't far behind.
But the current Santana group from Santana, I probably would
Drama: "Don Juan In Hell" will
is
~he
farthest thing possible from have had trouble sitting' through
be performed tonight in
Popejoy at 8:15 p.m. All seats bemg a collection of outstanding the opening act, R.E.O.
have been sold for the George soloists. Thdr power is in their Speedwagon. As it was I had
Bernard Shaw play, but SRO performance as a unit, and even steeled myself ·against the
Carlos can't be tagged with taking onslaught of a heavy metal band
may be available.
Magic: Illusionist Andre Kole any more than one-eighth share of but 1 was delightfully surprised:
does his stuff in the SUB the load. He kept to the far right Tjte punk superstar posings never
Ballroom tonight and of the stage, took only occasional m aterializcd, and they showed
tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m. and short fcatul'ed parts, even enough skill, especially the lead
turned his back to the audience guitarist, that their warmed-over
Admission for students is $1.
Film: "Pride of the Bowery" for a couple of them. Often he rock and roll riffs held everyone's
with the East Side Kids plays
today from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. in
the SUB theatre. Free.
Film: Godard's "Tout Va Bien"
starring Yves Montand and Ja~c
Fonda, . plays tonight in the
SUB, 7 & 9 p.m. Admission is
99 cents.
Film: Rohmer's "Claire's Knees"
shows Thursday at the SUB, 7
& 9 p.m. Admission is 99 cents.
Film: "Five .Easy Pieces," starring
Karen Black and Jack
\ ....
Nicholson, will be shown in the
SUB, Friday and Saturday
nights.
.
Discussion: Dr. Kenzo Kase
speaks on "The Ancient Arts of
Acupuncture and Shiatsu,"
Friday from 1:30 to 3:30p.m.
in the Honors Center Lounge.
Meditation: Basic Meditation
classes are being held on
Wednesday nights, 7:30 to 9
p.m. in Room 217 of Mitchell
Hall. Everyone is invited to
attend.
Meeting: All interested people are
invited to attend a Film
Committee meeting, Thursday
at 3:30 p.m. in the SUB. The
spring film program will be
discussed.
Radio: Dr. Allert Sandage's
lecture erttitled "Cosmic
Evolution: Sta~s. Galaxies and
the Universe" will be broadcast
The Monte:r.uma Horny Bull:'"
on Monday, 7 p.m., KUNM.
1 oz. Montezuma Tequila.
Radio: Wednesday nights are
Soz.CONCENTRATEDORANGE
blues nights on KUNM. Tune in
BREAKFAST DRINK. Over ice.
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. to catch
It's sensational, and that's no bull.
A.
a sampling of the best from
c 1<jl7~. SD PmoLTequda Burtotl OI'!Jtlllers rm~:-·orf Co New York New York
Chicago, the Delta and god
knows everywhere else.

Bored Walk

HORNY BULLS
ABULL FIGHT IS ALIE
SWAPPING CONTEST.
:\

mon· tezuma
· •
TEQ_UJI ..

Everyone Is Sure Toby Parrish Is Eligible
Is There Anyone Who Knows For Sure 7

..
w..:••
.

attention and got them a good
hand. I wouldn't rush out and buy
all their albums, but the next time
they're on a concert bill I'll look
forward to it.
Speedwagon and Sri Chinmoy
seems like a strange combination,
but it turned out to be one of the
best shows ever .seen here.

Friendly Flower Shop
Albuquerque Floral Design
School
· We

specialize in green
tul\1 macran1c.

plant~

..--.~-~·.r•..,..

By JIM POWERS
The initial 1974-75 meeting of
UNM's Athletic Council was held
M on day at the at hIe tic
department. The meeting was an
organizational session convened to
selectachairmanandtosetupa
regular meeting schedule.
The Athletic Council is a
faculty standing committee
responsible for formulating and
fuaint:aillin'g· genel'BI policies
pertaining to intercollegiate
athletics.
Alfred Parker, an associate
professor of economics and a
member oflastyear'scouncil,was
selected as chairman.

Gordon's
Library Lounge
5001 Lomas N.E.
Sept. 23-28 John Williams Duo·
Sept. 25-26-27 4:45-? ? ?
Sept. 29- Sun night Ath~n
Athan and her guitar
Sept. 30-0ct. 1 ~ Cardinal Duo
Lance Henderson- Kevin Hughes
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Opportunities
With
The Navy's Largest R&D Laboratory
Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, California
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Chemistry
Research•Design-Development-Testing
Jab Rotational Training Program
On-Center Grad~ate Program
University of Southern California
On-Campus lntervjews
Monday, 30 September
Tuesday, 1 October
Contact Your Placement Office
For An Appointment
~

· An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Engineering
Electrical
Mechanical

Parker liaid yesterday the
council will hold its first official
meeting Oct. 1 at 4 p.m •. at the
athletic department on the south
campus. Regular meetings of the
council will be held on the first
Tuesday of each month
thereafter.
Parker said no new business had
been transacted at the Monday
meeting. He said items on the
agenda for the Oct. 1 session
include:
-a report of the budget for
women's athletics by Linda Estes,
director of women's athletics.
-a subcommittee report
dealing wjth student-athletes'

'Tear after year, semester
I after semester, the
CollegeMaster·from
Fideli!Y Union Life has
been tile most accepted,
most popular plan on •
campuses all over Amenca.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelicy Union
CoUegeMaster·...-----.
Field
Associate 265-6631
•
Ed Boykin
m your area:
·Brad Bramer

~.,.

Professional Employment

Sports

hair design
for men

Athletic Council Begins New Year,

3424 Central S.E. .......
266-9296
.._,..,.e..-."!_ -

,.................
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Lavon McDonald. "But we'd sure hard. But, it sure would be a relief
•
Daily lobo
like to find out. I honestly think if I knew for sure."
they are having trouble finding .
If he is ineligible, Parrish said
the information."
he will finish school and get his.
degree.
Parrish's transcripts were
MONDT SAID he's sure that
obtained and they showed that he Parrish is eligible also. "He's really
us. It's them up there (Morgan
enrolled in September and getting discouraged because he St.)."
disenrolled in October of 1969. thinks we might not believe him,
"I really missed playing in the
No evidence of whether he but we're only making sure."
Texas Tech game," said Parrish.
at tended class is indicated so
McDonald emphasized that the "They're a name school and when
UNM officials are now after his athletic department is doing you make yardage against them,
class records.
everything they can. "It looks like you know you've done
AFTER LEAVING Morgan St., we're trying to stall, but it's not something."
Parrish attended Westchester
Community College in 1970·71
and came to UNM thinking he was
a junior in 197 2. Last year he red
shirted and tl1is year got off to a
great start with 17 2 yards in the
spring game and 7 8 in the season
opener against Colorado State. He
. Near UNM
is still the team's leading rusher
although he missed t~e Texas
Specializing, in the lo.ng cut
Tech game where the entire UNM
Uptown
runners gained only 55 yards.
5504 Central Ave SE
If he was a Cull time studertt at
For Appointment
Morgan St. and attended a class,
Albuquerque, NM 87108
Call 266-3169
his senior year would have been
1972.
"I'm almost sure I'm eligible,"
said Parrish, "so I'm practicing
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Richard Monk
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evaluation of coaches and the
athletic staff.
-a proposed revision of the
functions of the Athletic Council.
Faculty members of the council
who attended the meeting were
Betty Martin Smith, Robert
Jespersen, Lorain Diehm, Brooke
Smith, and Jose Martinez.
Prof. Martinez 'is UNM's
representative to the NCAA and
was a member of last year's
council.
Student members of the
council present were Patricia
Greene and Susan Jollenslen. 'l11e
alumni representative in
~a~tt~e~n~d~an~c~e~w~a~s~S~i~~~~=====~

POPEJOY HALL
. __ _ __. AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Presents

...

KEITH GREEN
In Concert
,

Saturday, September 28
8:15p.m .
All Seats Reserved
Tickets: Orchestra.$3.50
Balcony $3.00
UNM Students-$1.00 Discount
Tel. 277-3121
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Project Consejo will sponsor a dance
Fri. the 27th at the SUB Ballroom,
8·12, Music by Midnight Special, La
Chicanita, and Debbie Martinez with
Mariachi Juvcnil. Admission is 7 5 cents
and all proceeds go to a scholarship
fund.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Mexican dance classes, Tues. and
Thurs., 6·7:30 p.m. in Carlisle Gym.
Students Free.

,,

'\ .;
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Lost: Black male cat with two white
toes ncar Yale and Lead. Return to
2121 Lead.
Andre Kole, a leading illusionist, will
baffle audiences Wed. and Thurs. at
7:30 p,m, in the SUB Ballroom.
Ticketli: Students-$1. Others-$2.
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ.

§((

Film Committee meeting to pick
fllms for the spring, Thurs., 3:30 p.m.
in the SUB theater.

CLASSIFIED
A.DVERTISING
Rates: 106 per word per day with a
$1.00 per day minimum charge, or 6~
per word per day with a 60~ per day
minimum charge for ads published five
or more consecutive days.
Terms: Payment must be made in full
prior to Insertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron Hall, Room 132
or bll mail

1

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

,..

1) PERSONALS
I AM NEW in town and would like to
play hnndbnll-necd players. Cnll niter
3:30 PM. 29lH325,
9/26
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247·9819•.
GSA ELECTIONS and Budget Referen·
dum will be held Tuesday, nml Wedne~~·
day, Septemhl'r 24 and 25. Polling
places: 1. GSA Office, NM Union 106
(Northca:1t l'Orner or Union ncar TV
room l, 8 :30-4:30, both dnys. 2. J,nw
Sl!hool lobby. 9·2 on Tuesday, S!!ptem·
ber 24, 3. Farris Engin£>ering Center,
.room 143 (north end of Farris, next to
patio), 9·4 Tue:~rlny, Srmtl!~b£>r 24. 9/25
IF you think you're PREGNANT & nrc
confused about it, !!all AGORA 277·3013
or come by the NW cornl!r or Mesa Vista. There are many avenues to explore.
Let's explore them all.
9/27
MAZATLAN NEW YEARS (by air):
$315 for 8 days, Call Atlas, 265·8074.
9/26
2) LOST & FOUND
FOUND: LADIES' prescription glasses In
blue case on campus. You lmt them
while riding your bike. Claim Rm. 132,
__.!!~ Hall.
10/1
FOUND: MEN'S prescription ~tlMses Jn
brown case betwel!n Mitchell Hall 4
Chemistry DJdg. Identify and claim. Rm.
10/1
132, Marron Hall.
FOUND: WOMAN'S WATCH. Parking
lot behind Santa Ana Hnll. Identify &
claim. Rm. 132, Marron Hall.
10/1
LOST: 9/21 at State Fair. Gold 4·1eaf
clover pin, reward. 281·3891.
10/1
FOUND: Small ..Purse-Allison Taylor
Otis. Claim at Student Information
Desk.
FOUND: 1964 Ladies' classring in Mitchell Hall, ladies lounge. Identify and
9/30
claim. Rm. 132, Marron Hall,
LOST BOXER, MALE. Color: Brindle, 12
yrs. old, nearly blind. Reward, 262-0470.
9/27
LOST: on 9/16, bus pass. Reward. Bever•
1y Ecker, 3217 Betts Dr. NE. 296·6868,
9/27
FOUND: MAN'S Watch in Woodward
HaJJ, Rm. 147 on 9/18. To identifY.
9/26
call 277·5104.
F 0 UN D: PUPPY on UNM campus,
Woodward Hall area, Sept. 16, 898-2373.
.,
9/26

FOUND: NEAR NEW tennis courts, wo•
man's prescription g]lll!l!es. Large beige
plastic frames, gold temple 'Jiieces. In·
quire at Campus Police lost & found
dept.
9/25
FOUND: WOMEN'S prescription sunglaases, rose frames w/green lens, Max·
well Museum in Anthropolo~ Bldg,
Identify & claim in Museum offices.
LOST: MAN'S blaek wallet bearing the
name Humbert Williams on ID cards, on
afternoon of 9/19. Reward, 877·2694.
9/30

3)

SERVICES

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION pbotoa.
Lowest prit:es In town, fast, ·ptealilng,
Near UNM. CaD 266·24U or come to
1717 Girard N.E. '
HA:tRCUTS, trims, professionally done
without the professional rip-oR, reason•
9/26
ably priced. 242·6614.
ASTROLOGY FRIENDSHIP SERVICE.
For Information, send .name, address,
birthdate: Air Eartlt Fire and Water,
Box 1596, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
87102.
9/25

3) SERVICES
$25 to Denver atnnd-by fnre on Mountnin
Air Airlines. Twice daily from Albuqul!rque. Reservations 243-7320.
10/1

4)

FOR RENT

VARSITY HOUSE, 'h block UNM, Deluxe one bedroom twin or double, nir
l'Onrlitioned, $165 includes utilities. 141
Columbia SE. 268·0525.
9/27
OFF CAMPUS ROOMS available. Singles
and couples, Low monthly rates include
linens and maid service. City bus ser•
vice. AAA rated, LorJodge Motel, 1020
Centrnl SW.
10/1
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share l·bdrm
apt., 2·blo!!ks from UNM. Leave mcs•
,;nge for Angela nt 277-6348.
9/26
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder overnight
sleeP tomorrow, 765·1111.
tfn
LOOKING FOR an apartment? We have
six nnrl will fornish to auit. Call 247·
4405 evenings. Mr. Scott.
9/25
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
apartment complex for the young and
the young at heart. Rents start at $130.
I.argc swimming pool. Efficil!ncles &
1 bdrm avaiJnbJc, furnished cr un•
furnished. Walking distance to UNM.
10/.f.
1520 University NE. 243-2494.
---~ .. ~-~"':"
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartmcntl!. One, two, and three rooms.
Very cll!an, near University and north
'vest. 242-7814, 247·1006, 242-1871. tfn
5)

FOR SALE

LAST CHANCE for 11tudent 1liscount. 20
per Cl!nt off through Sept. if student tD
is shown bl!forc 11ale, NEW an1l USED
THRJFT TOWN, 1720 Lomas NE.
Corner of University and Lomas. 9/30
1!172 HONDA 460 cb. Rurta and looks vcrv
good, $550. 344-2269.
10/1
SANSUJ 3300 Tuner/amp, 165' watt excellent condition plus extras - Call
256-9243.
10/1
1972 HONDA CL350:r: with fuJI windshield,
__!.!!:ed to sell, 294o~~181.
10/1
1969 260cc MOTORCYCLE, 2 helm.!la,
lock & chain, $225: Men's leather shoes,
sb:e 10, 1 three-fourth Inch heels, $15:
10/1
llfter 5, 265-7467.
MOTORCYCLE TRAILER. Has tights,
carries a bikes, $195 negotiable. 296·
8198.
10/1
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-racquets, bali
shorts, shoes, 4 shirts now on sale at
the Dike Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842·9100;
PADDLEBALL, RAQUETS and balls on sate this week at the Bike Shop, 823
Yale SE. 842-9100.
BACKPACKERS - CoMe Inspect New
Mexico's mOI!It eoml)tete aeleetfon of
equipment at B A C 1C COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8113.
20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60. 441 Wyom•
ing NE, 255·6987.
10/23
1973 HUSQ VARNA 450 cr. ex. eond.,
street legal, $1000, Richard. 836·1220,
255·8980.
9/30
SEALEY POSTURPEDIC mattres!l and
box springs. Good condition. 842·0265
after 5:00pm.
9/30
SALE THIS WEEK ONLY. Selected vin·
tage clothing, antiQue qullta, cameras, &
furniture. Silver Sunbeam, 3409 Central
NE.
9/27
SKI TOURING & BACKPACKING equip.
ment from the professionals at the Trail
Haus-Sales, rentals, service, and clinics.
Since 1967, New Mexfeo•s leading 11ki
touring center-Trail Haus, 1931 San
Mateo SE.• 256·9190.
9/26
GO X 32 X 31 Meta1 desk hot&! typewriter,
$75: Flexsteet chair, good condition, $25.
Ca.,h only. 299•1502 after 5 PM.
I>ON'T PAY high prices !or lnauranee,
$5,000 permanent insurance, $28 per
year. 266·2910.
9127
'69 VW CAMPER. $1800 negotiable. John,
277•6347 days, or 2302-A Garfield. 9/30

FO~SALE
19" GITANE GRAND SPORT deluxe
brand new, ~100, Steve, 294·8371, 9/27
GOLD STREET CIRCUS, records, plant.'!,
rug£J, bends, tapestries. 1820 Central.
9/27

5)

'63 OLDS, excellent school trans. $300.
Call 856·9615 after 5 PM.
9/27
NEW S-track car stereo with FM-MPX
stereo radio, $105, 255-9691 after 6 pm.
9/26
'66 VW BUG with '69 engine, runs great,
$600, 296·5015 after 6 :30,
9/26
CUS'J'OM GOLD wedding & dinner rings
by Charlie Romero, 268·3896,
12/6
PADDLE BALL RACQUETS: Balls-lots
left nnrl 11till on sale at the Bike Shop,
823 Yale SE. 842·9100. Racquets as low
as $9.99 and balls at 99c each.
10/7
BICYCLES! BICYCLES! Now is the time
Cor a new 10-spccd. Prices have been
lowered as winter approaches and we
have a terrific selection. The Dike Shop,
823 Y'!.IP. SE. R42·9100.
10/7
OLD MIRAGES 1968 through 1970. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
Un
BICYCLES: Lowl!!lt prices on Gitane and
other fine European Bicycles. Over 100
in stock, $76 to $500. WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal Pl. SE,
four blockll from UNM. 843-9378.
ttn
STEREO HEAD PHONES $4.95, 6 foot
cord, soft ear pads. United Freight
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
tfn
OLD MIRAGES, some 20 years old. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron Ball.
GEODESIC DOME-2.year old home, lieeluded ln the South ValleY on an aere
of land. Perfect opportunity to becln
the road to aelf-sutnclency.! , $12,500.
Super terms. NORRIS REALtTY, 87'1·
5194.
KINGSIZE WATERBEDS, $29.95, com·
plcte systems, $69.95, lieaters, $27,50,
Water Trips, 3C07 Central NE. Aer01111
. !rom ~rbles. 268·8455.
·
tfn

6)

EMPLOYMENT

exper:

MOTEL DESK CLERK. Business
lence helpful. Lodging 4 some cash. 24'1.C023 or 266•4878, 9 am·3 pm.
9/25

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

SCRIPTURE READING, Prann, 110niw,
dally 7 PM, 425 University NE, Canterbury Chapel.
10/14
FREE ORGANIC MOUSE TRAPS. Half
Siamese. Eleven weeks old, call Sha.'!hla,
262-0783.
9/27

Sigma Delta Chi, professional
journalism fraternity, holds its first
meeting of the year at 12:30 p.m.
Thurs. in Room 212 of the Journalism
Bldg, Prospective and incumbent
members urged to attend.
Persons interested in taking
Korean-style karate classes should
contact John Rice (277·4675) or Rudy
Gallegos. Classes week days at 5 p.m.
in Room 101 of Carlisle Gym.
A prisoner-initiated suit calling for
equal rights for women and decent
prison reforms in the state pen. Persons
interested in supporting the suit call
Terry Starch at 243-3478 or Toby
Pallcy at 247·8937.
Basic meditation· classes arc being
held Wed., 7: 30·9 p,m. in Room 217,
Mitchellllall.

ASUNM scholarship applications
now being taken at the Student Aids
Office for fall semester Six tuition
scholarships and six book stipends of
$40 each will bo awarded. Applicants
must have at least a 2.0 GP A. Deadline
is Oct. 1. For more info contact
Student Aids, Mesa Vista Hall, Room
1140

also details the procedures for
registration of and transfer of
location or possession of such
weapons. The penalty for
violations of Title II is up to a
$10,000 fine and/or up to 10
years imprisonment.
The third part is Title VII of
the "Omnibus Crime Control and
Safe Street Act of 1968" as
Amended by Title III of the ~'Gun
Control Act of 1968." Title VII,
Unlawful Possession or Receipt of
Firearms, defines people who may
not receive, possess or transport
firearms. These people have been
convicted by a court of a felony;
have been discharged from the
Armed Forces under dishonorable
conditions; have been adjudged by
a court of being mentally
incompetent; have renounced
their citizenship after having been
citizens of the United States; or
are aliens illegally in the United
States.

_o

Wttdnesday Free Films
Presents

contln1101111howlnp
10em-3pm

There will be a Kiva Club meeting

Wed., Sept. 25, at 7 p.m. at the
lntemational Center. Charles Blackwell
of American Indian Law Center will
speak. Fall elections are also achcduled.

SUBibealre __

presents

Wuthering
Heights
laurence Olivier
Merle Oberon
filmed in 1939
Tue. Sept. 24
10 & 1

,.,._-__;.-

SUB Theater
Free .from Student. Activities

sac
Dkie•s
SPECIAL
Attil:ud• Adjustment Haur
Man.-Tu••··W ed.-Thur.
4:!1D-&:DD
t7zac.•ntPaiSE
Friday !l-Ei
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r ':::,(Continuedfrom page 3)

LONELY HEARTS
Fl LM CLASSICS

10:00 a.m.·12 :00·2 :00 p.m.

~

=a

Gun Control . . .

Volunteers needed to help operate
the ASA Gallery located in the NW
comer of the SUB. Please contact
susan Brown at 24'1·8715 or put a
note in campus mall.
Women's medical self·betp and Pap
clinic at Student Health Center, Room
220, Wed,, 2·4 p.m. Minimal charge for
Pap smears. Speculums for sale.

..oo

· Project Consejo will sponsor Dia de
Ia Raza, 9·12 noon on Fri. at the SUB
Ballroom. Differ on t student
organhations will speak on tbcir ~:;
relationship to students.
~

Two close women disciples of Guru
Mnharaj Ji will speak on meditation
Thurs. and Fri. at 7:30 J>.m. in the
Kiva. Film. Admission Cree.
Informal coffee and talk sessions
will be held at the Honors Center
lounge every Fri., 1:30·3:30 p.m. The
initial discussion will be on ''The
A ncicnt Arts of Acupuncture and
Shiatsu.
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